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V03: Sensory Technology 
 

 

1. Human-Machine-Interaction 

- electric biosignals e.g. AP, 

measured through electrodes → computer 

- NON-electric biosignals e.g. motion 

of arms measured through sensors 

(transducers) 

- Sensors (transducers): devices 

that convert physiological outputs into 

signals that can be used. Mostly, they 

amplify electrical signals or convert non-

electrical biosignals into electrical 

signals that can be further processed 

If you want record a signal you must make 

know what are you measring: electrical vs 

non electrical! 

 

1.1. Electric biosignals 

EMG, ECG, EEG, MEG (Magnetoencephalography), EOG (Electrooculogram) 

EMG (Electromyography) 

- nervous conduction in the skeletal muscle 

- electrical activity of the motor neurons can be detected by 

electrode inserted into the muscle (needle electrode → invasive) 

or attached to the skin (surface electrode → no inflammation) 

→connecting to a recording device 

- recording can be made during movement for gait analysis → 

assessing activity of each muscle during gait movement 

ECG (Electrocardiogram) 

- nervous conduction in the cardiac muscle 

- measures electrical potential associated with heart muscle activity 

→detect heart abnormalities 

o non-invasive: electrodes are attached to the surface of the skin 

- ECG pics up electrical impulses generated by the depolarization and 

polarization of the cardiac tissue and translates it into waveform. 

o Waveform used to measure rate/regularity of heart beat, 

size/position of the chambers and any damage to the heart 

o P-Wave: depolarization of atria, QRS-Wave: depolarization of chambers, T-wave: 

repolarization 

EEG (Electroencephalography) 

Information 

Information 
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- measures electrical activity of the brain by electrodes 

placed on the scalp. EEG can also be used for brain-

computer interfaces in order to drive any device or system 

“just by thought” 

- ha permesso di capire quale parte del cervello è 

responsabile per una determinate attività 

- brain waves: 

o Delta: deep stage 3 of NREM sleep (slow wave) 

o Theta: REM sleep 

o Alpha: relaxed wakefulness and increased when eye are closed 

o Beta: normal waking consciousness 

o Gamma: cognitive processing, very past 

 

1.2. Non electric biosignals 
What?: Motion, Pressure, Temperature (really important to detect cancer cells), gas concentration… 

Sensors and Transducers 

- Physical sensing principles: 

o Resistive, mechano-resistive: change of electrical resistance of the sensor →reflects the 

change of position of the object 

o Capacitive: Position of the object is determined by the voltage changing with the 

capacitance of the sensor 

o Inductive: Detection of position with the electromagnetic field of the object 

o Piezoelectric: made of piezoelectric crystals which deliver an electrical charge when 

mechanically loaded. 

o Acoustic, ultrasonic: time difference of the sound echo or the Doppler effect to determine 

distance or speed 

o Optical, X-rays: Light sources or images can be 

used to detect position of motion of an object. 

Change in light intensity reflect the amount of 

force applied. 

- Sensing modalities: → features that we measure 

(position, velocity, force…) 

o Positions, angles, velocities, accelerations 

o Forces, torques, pressures 

o Concentrations of ions, molecules, etc. 

o Images, colors 

o Temperatures, etc.  

 

1.3. Actuators → from electrical current they create force, movement… (NO DETAILS) 

- Physical Actuation Principles 

Classic: 

electromagnetic, 

magnetic 

Fluidic: pneumatic, 

hydraulic 

Electro- / 

magnetorheological 

Thermomechanical 

(SMA: shape 

memory alloys) 

Piezoelectrical / 

ultrasonic, 

electrostrictive, 

etc. 

- Design Principles 

Serial/parallel robotic kinematics Exoskeletons, endeffector-based Setups: Desktop, ground/wall 

mounted, portable 
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Displays → NO DETAILS 

- Sensory Modalities 

Graphical (visual) 

displays 

Acoustic (auditory) 

displays 

Haptic (kinesthetic) 

displays 

Tactile displays Olfactory/gustatory 

displays 

- Display Methods 

Numerical vs. figurative Discrete vs. continuous Permanent vs. temporary 

 

 

  

2. Some definitions 

Sensor 

- element of a mechatronic or measurement system 

- produces a measurable change in response to a physical condition 

Transducer 

- active element of a sensor that transforms a signal from a physical domain to another physical 

domain → most sensors need transducers 

- transducer must use a sensing principle (3.5.) 

! oft two terms are interchanged 

 

 

3. Sensing principles 

Different Sensing Principles; examples: resistive, capacitive, inductive, 

piezoelectric (crystallin solid body structures that create a charge and 

change the shape), optical, magnetic, chemical,… 

➔ sensing principle is the going from one domain 

to another domain 

 

A. Resistive sensing principle 

Potentiometer 

- resistance changes with the contact point at the resistor 

- change of length is achieved by a mechanical slider 

on resistive path 

- sliding contact is connected to the object being sensed 

and when the object changes position, it will change the resistance of the potentiometer 

- transduction: from position to electrical signal 

Strain Gauge 

L'estensimetro è uno strumento di misura utilizzato per rilevare piccole 

deformazioni dimensionali di un corpo sottoposto a sollecitazioni 

meccaniche o termiche (es. applicazione di carichi o variazioni di 

temperatura). Conoscendo a priori le caratteristiche meccanico/fisiche 

del materiale, misurando le deformazioni si possono facilmente ricavare 

i carichi a cui il materiale è sottoposto. Inoltre, utilizzando estensimetri di 

giusta tipologia e applicandoli in modo oculato, si possono rilevare la 

direzione e il verso di queste deformazioni, e di conseguenza il vettore delle forze applicato al materiale 

sotto esame. 

- resistance of wire 
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o dependent on material and on temporal properties, on 

the length and on the surface → elastic elongation → 

different resistance 

o  resistance changes with the length of the resistor → 

change of length achieved by mechanical 

stress/elongation of material 

- Measuring the deformation of the object to which the gauge 

is attached →recording & measuring of forces 

- Wheatstone bridge is used to amplify signals of several gauges 

Un ponte di Wheatstone è un circuito elettrico usato per misurare una resistenza elettrica 

sconosciuta bilanciando due gambe di un circuito a ponte, una delle quali include il componente 

sconosciuto. Il vantaggio principale del circuito è la sua capacità di fornire misure estremamente 

accurate (in contrasto c  on qualcosa come un semplice divisore di tensione). 

- Applying stretch on the wire makes it longer and decreases it’s area →resistance 

 

Force sensor 

- Resistors are printed on a steel substrate →possible measure higher forces 

- 3 Wheatstone bridges are used (1 per forces axis) 

- if we have a vertical force: 

o 1 resistor in tension (bigger resistance because of stretching) 

o 1 resistor in compression (resistance drops) 

- if we have horizontal force: both resistors experience tension or pressure and 

therefore they both have an increase/drop in resistance 

Recording of Body Postures and Movements 

flexible goniometer → measure of joint angles and based on resistive measurements principles using 

potentiometers. Goniometers with 2 potentiometers can be used to measure the knee joint angles during 

knee flexion and extension. 

 

B. Capacitative Sensing Principles 

A capacitor is a device that stores electrical energy in an electric field. It is a passive electronic component 

with two terminals. The effect of a capacitor is known as capacitance. While some capacitance exists 

between any two electrical conductors in proximity in a circuit, a capacitor is a component designed to add 

capacitance to a circuit. 

- Capacitor (condensatore): change permittivity ε, size of the gap between the plates d, or the cross-

sectional area of the plates A → measurable current drop 

- plate is exposed to the active pressure on one side and to a reference pressure on the other 

plate: 

o changes in pressure cause it to deflect which changes the capacitance 

and, thus, the voltage at the capacitor 

- capacitive sensors are used to measure the pressure distribution of the foot 

 

C. Inductive sensing priciple 

Electromagnetic field used to detect the position of the object → 

change of ferromagnetic core’s position with respect to position of the 

inductive coils induce changes in voltage which again yields a mutual 

inductance of the primary and secondary coils. 

- alternating current 
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D. Piezoelectric sensing principle 

- piezoelectric crystals deliver an electrical charge when mechanically loaded 

- application in force plates to measure ground reaction forces and torques 

- measure of compression 

- acceleration creates force → force sensed create change in the charge of crystal → 

change in voltage 

 

E. Inertial Sensors 

Accelerometer 

Un accelerometro è uno strumento di misura in grado di rilevare e/o misurare l'accelerazione, effettuando il 

calcolo della forza rilevata rispetto alla massa dell'oggetto (forza per unità di massa). 

- to measure motion and orientation (motor angular position)  

- contain a small mass and measure the inertial force produced by the mass 

during movement (a = F / m) → you know mass and force → you can measure 

acceleration 

- different ranges and resolution 

- elongation applied outside is followed by an elongation inside 

 

Gyroscope 

Il giroscopio è un dispositivo fisico rotante che, per effetto della legge di conservazione del momento 

angolare, tende a mantenere il suo asse di rotazione orientato in una direzione fissa. Un corpo rigido S è un 

giroscopio se il tensore d'inerzia relativo al baricentro ammette un autovalore semplice e un autovalore 

doppio o un autovalore triplo. L'autovettore corrispondente all'autovalore semplice è detto asse giroscopico. 

- measuring how is something orientated in place 

- production of output voltage that is proportional to the rate of rotation of an axis perpendicular to the 

axis of the gyroscope 

- angular rate sensor → measures angular speed 

- based on rotating or vibrating mass 

- Many different sizes, ranges and resolutions 

- only force is the gravity  

An output voltage is produced that is proportional to the rate of rotation of an axis 

perpendicular to the axis of the gyroscope 

Mass turns very fast, outer structure turns freely and can be measured: turning → 

stability → orientation maintained → measure of angular changes 

telefoni: vibrating mass (driving direction) & free measure direction → same effect cause a 

movement dependend on angle 

 

F. Photoelectrical sensing principles 

 

 

resistance, amount of current can change 
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G. Optical Force Sensor Systems 

depending on the position 

force application → flexible parte or the sensor move slightly (distance x due to force) → amount of forces 

can be estimated from the changes of light intensity recorded by the internal receivers 

 

 

4. Sensing artefacts 

An encoder is a sensor which turns a position into an electronic signal. 

Absolute position encoder 

An absolute encoder maintains position information when power is removed from the encoder. The position 

of the encoder is available immediately on applying power. The relationship between the encoder value and 

the physical position of the controlled machinery is set at assembly; the system does not need to return to a 

calibration point to maintain position accuracy. 

- Principle 

o coded strip: encode position 

o pattern of bright and dark lines is printed onto a strip 

o lines are arranged in a way that the combination is unique at each point (binary code) 

o sensor is an array of photodiodes moving along the strip 

o light information (bright/dark) is digitally processed to get 

position information 

- Characteristics: 

o linear or angular encoders existing 

o very good resolution (up to 25 bit) 

o problem of multiple rotations (motor) 

o disks are fragile and expensive 

o Alignment problems (photodiodes and lines) 

 

Incremental position encoder 

An incremental encoder will immediately report changes in position, which is an essential 

capability in some applications. However, it does not report or keep track of absolute 

position. As a result, the mechanical system monitored by an incremental encoder may 

have to be homed (moved to a fixed reference point) to initialize absolute position 

measurements. 

Principle: 

- converts motion into a sequence of digital pulses 

- uses a single line or disk that alternates black and white 

- encoder resolution is determined by the number of ticks per turn 

- from few hundreds to several millions per turn 
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- provides only relative positions (or speeds) but no absolute positions 

e.g. in cars to give info about the velocity 

 

Sensing Artefacts → whenever you measure you have noise → in every 

components! → big problem! 

Movement artefacts are often really strong! 

 

 

5. Static Characteristics 

Transfer function: 

- input-output relationship 

- most transducers assume a linear relationship over the working range 

 

Sensitivity S0 (slope): 

- change in output over the change in input: slop of inverse-transfer function 

- relationship indicating how much the output y varies per unit of the input x (slope of input-output 

relation) 

Offset y0: 

- Output value under the null input condition 

- Often has to be compensated (offset compensation) Range: 

- The range R defines the limits between which the input of a sensor can vary: 

Span: 

- The span FS is the maximum value of the input minus the minimum value: 

Overload: 

- The overload value x(overload) defines the maximal input signal before breaking the sensor 

Accuracy (A) 

- extent to which the value indicated by a measurement system might be wrong 

- “systemating error”: where you are vs where you should be 

- Often expressed as a percentage of the span. →measured points might have big variance between 

each other, but the overall mean is correct 

-  

- E.g. 

Resolution 

Smallest change in input value x that will produce an observable change in the output y Repeatability 

(Precision) 

- Describes a sensor’s ability to give the same output value for repeated application of 

the same input value →0= best precision 

- “random error” 

- Measured points have little variance between each other but their mean value can be 

completely off the right value (this means it’s not accurate) 

Stability: 
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- Ability of a sensor to give the same (constant) output y when used to measure a constant input x 

over a certain period of time →drift is bad 

Non-linearity (Error): 

• The non-linearity (error) is defined as the maximum difference from the assumed linear function 

(straight line) 

Hysteresis (Error): 

- Transducers can give different outputs from the same value of quantity being measured according to 

whether that value has been reached by an increasing or decreasing change 

Noise: 

- Disturbing signal overlaid to the wanted signal →can be high frequency noise, low frequency noise, 

white noise, etc. 

 

 

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR): 

Errors: 

Why use multiple sensor to measure same entity? 

Do you really nee an acceleration measurement if you know position rate 

- double differentiation causes noise amplification 

- double integration causes data drift 

 

 

6. Dynamic Characteristics 

Dynamic properties: 

- The sensor response to a time-variable input is different from that exhibited in a steady state 

condition 

- The reason for dynamic characteristics is the presence of elements that store, release or absorb 

energy with some delay or other dynamic effects (e.g. masses, friction, dampers, inductances, 

capacitances) 

 

 

 

 


